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We have examined extracellularly the firing pattern of neurons in the cat
external cuneate nucleus and in the human main cuneate nucleus, focusing
upon both the spontaneous firing patterns and its modification by natural
stimulation. Many of these neurons exhibit stereotyped doublet or burst firing
patterns, e .g., the interval between the spikes might be 1 .0 + 0 .1 msec in
a given cell . For most cells, this characteristic doublet interval was between
0.8 and 2.0 msec, with a few extending to 5 msec . While doublets were
most common, the number of spikes per burst ranged to six or more . When
the external cuneate neurons were synaptically driven by forelimb position
changes, the firing rate increased but the proportion of spikes occurring
within bursts (the "burst index") often fell . The doublets that occurred
became broader during synaptic drive. This paradoxical behavior (the peak
instantaneous firing rate falling as the average firing rate rises) is analogous
to the doublet firing patterns occasionally observed in spinal motoneurons ;
there, the doublet is caused by a large depolarizing afterpotential (postspike
hump) which rises through the falling threshold at the end of the relative
refractory period to elicit an "extra spike ."

INTRODUCTION

Calvin (5, 6) classified repetitive firing mechanisms into three classes :
(1) An occasional spike mode where occasional waves of depolarization
cross threshold to elicit occasional spikes ; (ii) A rhythmic firing mode
where sustained depolarizing currents hold the membrane potential above
threshold, resulting in a sustained rhythmic discharge at a rate propor-
tional to the current level ; and (iii) an extra spike mode (Fig. 1) whereby
large depolarizing afterpotentials immediately following a spike may rise

1 We thank Susan Johnston, Jerrold Maddocks, Steven E . Richfield and Rex Byrd
for their technical assistance . Supported by NIH research grants NS 09677 and NS
04053, and SRS grant 13P55861 .
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thro-ouglf the tailing thrcsiinid tof elicit in extra spike with i n a few milli-

seconds of the original spike. The extra spike may elicit another extra
spike, etc ., by the same regenerative mechanism . Calvin (5) has dis-
cussed criteria for inferring these modes of repetitive firing from extra-
cellular records where only the spike timing is available to the investi-
gator and not the membrane potential sequence itself . These extracellular
techniques are further developed in the present paper in which we have
utilized perturbations induced by microelectrode pressure and by afferent
synaptic drive to modify the doublet/burst firing patterns .

In contrast to the research strategy whereby normal cells are pharma-
cologically altered to produce bursts, we have adopted the alternate strat-
egy of seeking other cells in the central nervous system which might
exhibit burst firing modes normally and often . The reputation of the dorsal
column nuclei for bursting firing patterns (16) has led us to examine
cells there for evidence of the stereotyped bursting pattern which the
extra spike mode would be expected to generate .
The bursting pattern in the dorsal column nuclei is not only stereo-

typed, but the number of spikes per burst is graded over a considerable

f~1/1/ 1/V L
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FIG . 1 . Schematic model for extra spikes . Top drawing shows a sustained de-
polarizing drive (such as a static stretch reflex in a spinal motoneuron) which elicits
rhythmic firing. The large depolarizing humps following the spikes themselves occa-
sionally elicit spikes by rising through the falling threshold . Bottom drawings show
the time period immediately following a spike ; the dotted lines show the fall of
threshold (5) . The postspike humps (variously called "delayed depolarizations" and
"depolarizing after-potentials") vary in size between cells and even for a given cell,
often changing in height with successive spikes of a train (8, 9) . Humps fail to
reach the threshold by several millivolts in most spinal motoneurons and pyramidal
tract cells (as in left panel) ; under some conditions, however, the humps are quite
large and elicit extra spikes . When the hump is barely large enough (middle
panel), the "safety factor" is small ; when humps are large enough to give good
safety factors (right panel), the interspike interval should decrease to a minimum
value .
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range (12, 16, 30, 31, 33) . The most common form is the doublet in
which a pair of spikes occur spanned by a very short interval (0 .8-2 .0
cosec for most cells) . In a given cell, this interval can be remarkably
fixed, e.g ., 1 .0 ± 0 .1 msec. We have recorded from such neurons extra-
cellularly under various conditions in an attempt to understand more of
the characteristics of this stereotyped burst pattern which has been of
particular interest since it was first noted in chronic epileptogenic foci (7,
10, 15, 35) .

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Human Methods. We report here microelectrode recordings made from
the main cuneate nucleus in three patients undergoing a tractotomy for
the relief of neuralgias. The primary purpose of such recordings was
to aid in the placement of the surgical lesion, not research . 2 Such sections
of the descending (spinal) tract require physiological localization methods
because of the notorious variability of the anatomical landmarks in the
region ; Hosobuchi and Rutkin (19) utilized stimulation of the three
divisions of the trigeminal nerve peripherally to aid in the localization of
the trigeminal tract with a penetrating electrode. In one patient (H681),
peripheral nerve sections had previously been made of all three divisions
of the trigeminal nerve for trigeminal neuralgia, thus preventing an
evoked response localization method from being used . Instead we mapped
out the lateral border of the main cuneate nucleus (using microelectrode
techniques with an audio monitor during natural stimulation of forelimb
receptive fields) and used this border to infer the location of the de-
scending tract . Two other patients suffered from glossopharyngeal neu-
ralgia ; microelectrode recording was used to bracket the descending
tract of the ninth nerve (22) by locating cuneate and trigeminal re-
sponses to tactile natural stimulation . Halothane anesthesia was used for all
patients . Our tungsten microelectrode was advanced using a light weight
hydraulic micromanipulator (Mechanical Development Company, minia-
ture slave cylinder) which was fixed to a post on the Scoville retractor
via a ball joint . Other operating room microelectrode techniques have been
previously described (7) .

Cat Experimental Preparation . A suboccipital craniectomy and C-1
laminectomy were performed to expose the dorsal column nuclei and
cerebellum. Maximum flexion of the neck and head aided in reducing
brain stem pulsations . Penetrations with tungsten microelectrodes were
made according to the maps of Rausch (29) showing the lateral and me-

2 Nonetheless, we obtained informed consent from the patients following pro-
cedures for research which received the approval of the University of Washington
Human Experimentation Review Committee operating under DHEW guidelines .
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Fic. 2. Profiles of multiunit activity (MUA) along electrode tracks through the
external cuneate nucleus (ECN) . After the microelectrode has penetrated the nucleus
and encountered trigeminal responses (such as the one at bottom of track 1, evoked
by manipulation of the hairs under the cat's chin), the electrode was withdrawn at
a constant rate until it reached the surface of the brain stem, recording spontane-
ous MUA in the ECN . The vertical parameter is actually time (about 45 sec,
bottom to top) ; however, the electrode was being withdrawn at a constant rate
during the time corresponding to the 2 mm arrow at left . The horizontal parameter
is the number of spikes per 0 .2 sec which exceed a certain minimum threshold level
(obtained by setting the trigger level on our oscilloscope so that it triggered only
occasionally on the spontaneous activity of the trigeminal nucleus and then count-
ing the number of sweeps) . Four electrode tracks from the same animal . In track
4, peaks can be seen corresponding to individual neurons which raised the MUA
significantly ; the smoother contours of the other three electrode tracks are more
typical . Method "weighs" large and small spikes equally .

dial extent of the external (lateral) cuneate nucleus . Upon occasion ex-
ternal cuneate neurons were identified by antidromic stimulation of the
anterior cerebellum through an array of tungsten electrodes placed there
in the manner described by Rausch (29) and by Kjerulf and Loeser
(20) . The ventral border of the nucleus may be easily recognized by a
profound decrease in the background multiunit activity seen by the
tungsten micro electrode and heard in an audio monitor . Shortly after this
decrease, trigeminal receptive fields are usually encountered (Fig . 2) .
Forelimb movements for the purpose of exploring appropriate receptive
fields could be made without changes in the stability of the extracellular
recordings from single neurons .

A variety of anesthetics were used, with and without paralysis by galla-
mine triethiodide (Flaxedil) . In most cases, ether anesthesia was used ;
pentobarbital and chloralose were used on some occasions . Typically,
gallamine paralysis (doses comparable to those of Galindo et al ., (16))
was instituted only near the end of a recording session after observing
the spontaneous activity of a neuron for some time .
All neurons recorded in this paper are either from normal cats or

from the control side of cats with a unilateral dorsal column lesion or
anesthetic cuff (25) on the brachial plexus . Data from 11 cats is included
in the present study .
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Analysis of Firing Patterns . Detection of spikes from the extracellular
recordings was carried out with a computerized spike separation technique
(4) . This LINC-8 program produced a list of interspike intervals stored
on computer tape for future analysis. A doublet or burst was defined by
subsequent computer programs by searching for interspike intervals
greater than 20 cosec, and then examining the succeeding interspike in-
terval to see if it was less than 10 cosec . When this criterion was met, a
burst was defined as being in progress ; the burst was considered to ter-
minate whenever an interspike interval next exceeded 10 cosec . The dot
raster displays (Figs . 6 and 7) align the first spikes of bursts so defined
(3) . Statistical measurements upon bursts were carried out by a FOCAL
program which referenced the interspike interval files on computer tape
(via a LINC-8 computer program which utilized a modified FOCAL
as a LINC subroutine ; see Appendix A) . The number of action poten-
tials per second, the number of bursts (or doublets) per second, the
number of spikes per burst, and the duration of the first interspike in-
terval in the doublet/burst and its coefficient of variation were calculated
using FOCAL (Fig . 12) . Because we investigated the hypothesis that
the spikes of the doublet or bursts following the initial spike were "extra
spikes," we also conputed the number of initial spikes per second (the
total number of action potentials per second minus the number of spikes
following the first spikes of burst) for a measure of "regular" spikes
per second . The burst index (15) was calculated ; this was defined as the
percentage of the total spikes which occurred within bursts . These param-
eters were calculated for successive two second epochs . A sample computer
printout is seen in Fig. 3, along with arrows indicating the deriva-
tion of each of the parameters relative to an actual spike train . The defini-
tion of the burst noted above did not always correspond to what an ex-
amination of the sequence by eye might have suggested (for example, a
stereotyped doublet following an isolated spike by only 15 cosec would
be misidentified) . This misidentification would normally be indicated by
an uncharacteristically high value for the coefficient of variation of the
first interspike interval in the burst . For this reason, data epochs with
a very low coefficient of variation give a better indication of the "charac-
teristic double interval" than do other data epochs .

Multiunit Firing Rates . Figure 2 illustrates a depth profile of the multi-
unit activity seen by the recording microelectrode upon withdrawal from
an electrode tract. Stich depth profiles were routinely made by with-
drawing at a constant rate from the microelectrode tract, e .g ., 2.5 mm in
30 sec. The firing rates were obtained by counting the number of spikes
of any size which occurred during 0 .2 sec epochs . This counting was
done simply by setting the trigger level on our oscilloscope low enough
so that it triggered occasionally on the spontaneous activity when the
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FIG. 3 . Method used for compiling statistics on spontaneous firing patterns .

Kymograph film strip of extracellular recording is shown at top (300 msec dura-

tion) . The first line of arrow markers shows the action potentials counted by the

computer program (6) ; their rate forms the second column of the computer print-
out shown below . The FOCAL program defines a burst when it encounters an
interspike interval greater than 20 cosec followed by an interval of less than 10
cosec ; the burst is considered to be terminated whenever any succeeding interspike
interval exceeds 10 cosec . The second row of arrows marks the first spike of each
of these bursts and each isolated spike outside of bursts, i .e ., this "initial spikes
per second" counts everything except the additional spikes within the burst . The
third row of arrow markers denotes each burst. The fourth row marks each spike

which occurs within a burst ; this is used to calculate the burst index (BI) which
is the percentage of spikes found within bursts (15) and the number of action
potentials per burst. The interspike interval of the doublet, or the first interspike
interval of a burst, is also measured (ISI 1) and its average value over the two
second epoch is calculated, along with its coefficient of variation . The first column
of the printout shows the cumulative time (in see) at the termination of the epoch
for which the statistics have been computed . Near 16 sec, a movement began which
changed the repetitive firing statistics . The burst index was lowered, but the
doublets which did occur have longer intcrspike intervals . Below the dotted line
are shown the mean, standard deviation and range of these statistics for 10 epochs
selected from each of 17 cells in the external cuneate nucleus (the selection was
made by taking the 10 epochs from the neuron having the lowest CV values) . Thus

70/, of spikes are found within doublets/bursts ; there are an average of 2.4 spikes

per burst ; and the initial interspike interval averages 1 .53 tltsec . Such doublets/

bursts recur an average. of 4 .7 times/sec .

4/12/74 FOCAL bU6$T"ANALYSIS PROGRAM
DURST DFFINED AE 15.10 > 20 MSEC . ISII < 10 MSEC . TERMINATED LY IS1 >10

TIME AP/SEC INITIAL/S. 2/SEC 81 AP/P 151! CV BLOCK 143

2 9 5 3 .5 82% 2 .00 1 .14 0 .09
4 12 7 5 .5 92% 2 .00 1 .09 0 .10
6 12 7 5 .5 9272 .00 1 .13 0 .12
Y. 13 7 6 .0 967. 2 .00 1 .08 0 .10

IC 10 6 4 .5 902 2 .00 1 .13 0 .09
12 12 7 5 .5 922 2 .00 1 .11 0 .10
14 13 7 6 .0 92% 2 .00 1 .12 0 .10
16 11 7 4 .0 77% 2 .13 1 .02 0 .13
18 33 23 9 .0 56% 2 .06 2 .42 0 .86 BLOCK 144
20 41 29 11 .0 56% 2 .09 3.10 0.72
22 23 13 5 .0 825 2 .06 1 .51 0 .39
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L395-13

L393-6

- 50 msec-

FIG. 4 . Simultaneous recordings from multiple neurons in two different cats .
In the top trace (L395-13), a cell produces large spikes and a doublet firing pat-
tern ; a cell producing smaller spikes also fires in doublets with a wider character-
istic doublet interval ; still smaller spikes from other cells can be seen in the base-
line activity . Another recording (L393-6) shows a cell producing large spikes firing
in a doublet or triplet pattern . The next smallest set of spikes comes from a cell
which is firing characteristically in triplets, but at a completely different recur-
rence rate ; the spikes from the two cells overlap at the right end of the trace .
Still smaller spikes from a third cell firing in wide doublets may also be discerned,
in addition to less definable baseline noise. Large spikes retouched for clarity in
Figs . 3, 4, 8, 9, and 10 .

microelectrode was in the relatively silent trigeminal nucleus . Our com-
puter counted the "gate out" signals from the oscilloscope in 0.2 sec
epochs with 80 µsec refractory periods between spikes . During electrode
withdrawal through external cuneate, the increased background activity
triggered the oscilloscope very frequently . Our method has the advantage
over many similar methods (2) in that it weighs large and small spikes
equally. The dorsal and ventral limits of spontaneous activity seen in
the external cuneate nucleus are easily determined from such a plot, as
noted in Fig . 2 .

RESULTS

The spontaneous activity of the external cuneate nucleus is far greater
than that of surrounding nuclei ; this is apparent in our depth profile of
multiunit activity seen in Fig . 2, where trigeminal and external cuneate
nuclei may be compared . This profile also demonstrates that the activity
of a few isolated cells does not typically dominate an electrode tract ;
there are many spontaneously active neurons seen with extracellular re-
cording, beginning shortly after leaving the region of trigeminal responses
and tapering off just before breaking the surface . This profile is one il-
lustration that simple electrode pressure is not the prime generator of the
spontaneous activity ; were that the case, one would scarcely expect the
marked gradient between the trigeminal and external cuneate nuclei .

In examining extracellular records in the external cuneate nucleus, one
is struck by the number of occasions when doublet or burst firing patterns
are seen in the spontaneous (resting) activity . Figure 4 illustrates ex-

u u	u
Ii I
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aniples from two different cats where the extracellular microelectrode
was able to resolve the activity in several neurons simultaneously . In
these examples, all resolvable "units" exhibit doublet or triplet firing
patterns ; they do not fire in synchrony with one another .

Not all external cuneate neurons fire in doublets/bursts ; we actively
sought those cells which did (thus any statistics for bursting vs non-
bursting cells would not be meaningful for our sample) . It is our im--
pression that the percentage of doublet/burst cells is at least on the order
of 50%. Because of previous reports about the effect of gallamine on
neurons in main cuneate (16), we were concerned with ruling out the
possibility that these firing patterns were due to the particular pharma-
cological agents which we employed . For most experiments we omitted
paralysis initially ; in a number of cases we instituted paralysis during

Ln
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FIG . 5 . Histograms of spikes per burst and of the characteristic doublet interval
(or of the first interspike interval of a burst) for the data subset of 17 external
cuneate neurons (see Fig . 3) . Top histogram shows that the modal number of
spikes per burst is 2, i .e ., a doublet . Triplets, quadruplets, etc . are much less com-
mon. The length of the doublet interspike interval (or the first interspike interval
of a burst) is typically shorter than 2 msec, as can be seen in the bottom histo-
gram. The shortest intervals seen are 0 .8 msec. Because the 10 epochs which were
selected from each of 17 ECN neurons were selected for the minimum coefficients
of variation of this first interspike interval, this is essentially a histogram showing
the "characteristic doublet interval ."
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FIG. 6 . Neuron in human main cuncate nucleus firing in doublet pattern (H650-
5N) ; spike waveform shown at top left . Slow sweep at top shows recurrence rate
of doublets plus background multiunit activity . Raster diagrams below (calibration
marks 1, 10 msec) align the first spikes of doublets under the arrow ; the second
spike of the doublet is seen at about 1 .5 msec. Fast sweeps below (same time
scale as raster) show doublets, triggering upon first spike of hurst ; doublets from
other nearby neurons can also he seen in the bottom photograph . Graphs at right
are derived from data parameters such as shown in the coluniu, of the computer
printout in Fig . 3. The relatively flat character of these plots demonstrates that
this cell is not deteriorating (compare to Fig . 7), but the 10/min oscillations in the
burst rate suggest a respiratory modulation.
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the recording session while monitoring the spontaneous activity of a small
group of neurons ; marked changes in the firing patterns were not ob-
served, although we did not examine our cells for the increased burst
indices seen by Galindo et al . (16), for similar systemic doses of gallamine .
Similarly, the characteristic doublet or burst firing patterns were not
abolished by changing the anesthetic from ether to either pentobarbital or
chloralose : we have not examined this matter in further detail .

The average number of spikes per burst was 2 .4 and the average inter-
spike interval between the first two spikes of a burst was 1 .53 cosec, but
this statement must be qualified . First, the statement refers only to those
cells which fired in doublets or bursts . Secondly, this was data selected
only from cells on which particularly reliable and uncontaminated sta-
tistics were available (17 cells selected from more than 100) . Third, this
subset (which is also represented in the histograms of Fig . 5) is actually
a collection of epochs : for each of 17 cells, we selected 10 of the 2-sec
epochs, such as those illustrated in Fig. 3. We selected the 10 with the
lowest coefficient of variation (CV) values for that cell ; these also tended
to give the lowest values for the first interspike interval . This was also
our basis for determining the "characteristic" doublet interval .

As can be seen in Fig . 5, the most common number of spikes per burst
was two, although triplets, quadruplets, etc. were also seen. The inter-
spike interval of the doublet (or the first interspike interval of the burst)
is seen to range between 0 .8 and 2 .0 cosec, with a few scattered values
reaching out to 5 msec . The 5 cosec values, in particular, are 2-sec aver-
ages of a wide range of behavior (for example, 5 cosec might include
doublets of 7 cosec and of 1 cosec) . Thus the instantaneous firing rates
seen within doublets and bursts are often above 500/sec . In a number of
cells, the doublet interval has been between 0 .8 and 0 .9 cosec .

For the same data subset, the average spontaneous firing rate was 17
spikes per second : the average number of initial spikes per second was 9
spikes per second ; the average spontaneous burst rate was 4 .7 bursts
per second : and the average burst index was 70%_ Coefficients of varia-
tion were often under 0 .10 for short initial intervals : for cells exhibiting
first intervals of about 3 msec, the coefficients of variation were often
0.4 suggesting that this measurement does not, in such cases, show a
"characteristic doublet interval," but rather a wide range of fluctuation .

Plots were made showing the behavior of the above parameters over
time for a given cell. An example is shown in Fig . 6 from a human main
cuneate neuron firing in doublets . The relatively unchanging value of
each of the parameters over time illustrates one of the methods we have
for judging whether the Iuicroelectrode has injured a cell . Figure 7
shows an obvious case of injury from another human cuneate neuron .
After an initial rise, the number of bursts per second falls linearly in
time. At the same time, the number of initial spikes per second rises,
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FIG . 7 . Another neuron (H681-1) from human main cuneate nucleus which fires
in high frequency bursts . The raster plot aligning the first spikes of the burst
demonstrates that the succeeding five spikes remain in a stereotyped position from
one burst recurrence to the next . The firing pattern of this cell deteriorates with
time, as can be seen in the plots at the right . The number of bursts per second
rises to 24 and then falls linearly over the next minute. During this time, the burst
index falls, an indication that many isolated action potentials are occurring outside
of bursts. The number of action potentials per burst, however, is maintained at
about 5-7 action potentials per burst until the final deterioration seen between
50-60 sec. The first interspike interval of the burst is also well maintained during
the deterioration until it begins to lengthen gradually and then suddenly near the
end of the plot. One might infer that the microelectrode injured the cell, produc-
ing a steady injury current which controlled the number of bursts per second ;
as the steady current was reduced by depletion, the burst recurrence rate slowed
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indicating that many spikes are occurring outside of bursts . Note, how-
ever, that the first interval in the burst does not alter until late in the
injury sequence.

A second method of assessing injury is to move the microelectrode and
resample the spontaneous activity . This was not done systematically for
most of our recordings, but late in this experimental series we developed
a protocol for assessing such injury . After recording a period of spon-
taneous activity from a neuron, the microelectrode was withdrawn 50
µu1 in a step-wise movement . Spontaneous activity was sampled for 10
sec at this position and another 50 µm withdrawal was then made and
sampling continued . When the height of the action potential became
small enough so that we had difficulty in distinguishing it from the other
activity, we began 50 µm step-wise advances every 10 sec in the same
manner. This continued until we lost the cell in the forward direction
or clearly injured the cell. Figure 8 shows a less orderly withdrawal and
advance sequence from an obviously injured cell . It is apparent that micro-
electrode pressure can exacerbate all of the primary features of the firing
pattern : the duration of the first interval in the burst markedly lengthens
as the nucroelectrode is withdrawn (Fig. 8E) and the number of bursts
per second falls (Fig . 81>) . Most cells which demonstrated this type of
response to microelectrode movement also exhibited firing patterns which
deteriorated with time . This latter behavior forms the basis for the ex-
clusion of recordings from the present study, more than does the elec-
trode movement protocol illustrated in Fig . 8. It is difficult, however,
to rule out a steady effect of microelectrode pressure upon a cell which
contributes to its bursting firing pattern . That the doublet/burst firing
patterns are not merely an artifact of the recording method can be dem-
onstrated, however, by their ready modifiability by afferent drive .

Changes in Firing Pattern boring Afferent Drive. After recording a
baseline period of spontaneous activity from the cell which was long
enough to detect most injury problems . we attempted to explore the re-
ceptive field of the cell . In cells with low spontaneous activity, a doublet
or burst occasionally developed as a consequence of exploring a receptive
field. The more typical response, however, was to see many isolated
spikes occur, i .e ., doublets/bursts become a much less prominent feature
of the firing pattern (Fig. 9) .

In some cells, one can produce a slow graded change in the firing pat-
tern. In such cases, the number of isolated spikes increased, but there
was also a change in the doublets or bursts which did occur. This is best

The bursts, when they do occur, seem to be relativly stable until the final de-
terioration ; the number of action potentials per burst drifts only slightly and ir-
regularly and the first interspike interval of the burst remains stable over a time
when the burst recurrence rate has been halved .
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FIG. 8 . A . Cat ECN cell firing in doublets and triplets . Upper traces show spike
waveforms ; slower sweep below shows firing pattern. B-E, Effect of micro-
electrode position upon injury discharges from larger of two units seen in (A) .

B. Continuous line shows electrode position, varying over a 400 µm distance . Data
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